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Abstract: Analytical solutions for determination of the frictional force caused by the friction

between the side walls of the knife and the material during food cutting by a disc knife are

suggested in the following paper. A method solving the integrals, contained in the formula

for the frictional force and a numerical analysis, based on the newly developed programming

codes in Mathematica environment is proposed. Functional dependencies between frictional

force and geometrical and kinematical characteristics are received.
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1. Introduction

With the expansion of the modern food industry it is required to optimize
and increase the quantity and quality of the final product. In this regard,
various technological processes in food production are examined theoretically
and experimentally in order to improve them.
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Subject of the present study is the mechanical cutting process, which is one
of the most - common processes in different sectors of the food industry. Cutting
devices using circular knives are discussed. Their main advantages are in the
relatively simple construction and convenience in operation. The disc blades
provide quality food processing combined with high cutting speeds. That is
why they are the subject of a number of studies.

Cutting food products is accompanied by elastic compression of the mate-
rial. The deformation creates significant frictional forces between the side walls
of the knife and the material getting cut.

In previous studies [1] a formula is derived for the resultant frictional force,
as friction is reported between the side walls of the knife and the product getting
cut:

Tx = µ
Ea

l

[

r2J4 − (r −∆−B)2J5 +B(2r − 2∆ −B) tgφl

]

, (1)

where
µ - coefficient of friction between the product getting cut and the knife; E -
modulus of elasticity of the product getting cut, Pa; a - half of the disc knife’s
width, m; l - width of the product getting cut from one side of the knife, m; r
- radius of the disc knife, m; B - thickness of the product getting cut, m; ∆ -
height of the disc blade’s part that enters into the board, m; φ- angle between
the vertical diameter of the disc knife and the radius vector of the point from
the cutting area (Fig. 1.) and φ ∈ (φl;φu) .

Parameters J4 and J5 are called first and second resistance characteristics
[5] and are given by the following elliptic integrals

J4 =

∫ φu

φl

λ cosφ− 1
√

1 + λ2 − 2λ cosφ
dφ , J5 =

∫ φu

φl

λ cosφ− 1

cos2 φ
√

1 + λ2 − 2λ cos φ
dφ

(2)
Here λ =

νp
νn

is a velocity coefficient, which is the ratio between the cutting
speed νp and feed rate νn. The effect of velocity coefficient on the cutting
forces of food was researched by a lot of scientists, e.g. [2], [3], [4].

The limits of the integrals J4 and J5 are determined by

φl = arccos
r −∆

r
, φu = arccos

r −∆−B

r
(3)

Parameters µ and E depend on the nature of the product getting cut and along
with a and l are derived experimentally. The values of r, B, ∆ and λ are still
subject to both theoretical and experimental studies.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of cutting by disc knife.

2. Analytical Solutions of the First and Second Resistance

Characteristics

The variables contained in the resistance characteristics J4 and J5 play a major
role in analysis of the cutting process. The investigation of these variables
would contribute to significant results for the engineering practice. Therefore,
it is necessary to look for an analytical type of the solutions of the J4 and J5.

A method for solving the integral characteristics J4 and J5 is proposed
based on the elliptic integrals.

The integral
∫

R[t,
√

P (t)] dt (4)

is called an elliptic integral if P (t) is a polynomial of a third or fourth degree
and has no multiple roots and R(t) is a rational function of t and

√

P (t).
In the case where the polynomial P (t) is of the type P (t) = (a − t)(b −

t)(c − t), a > b ≥ y > c and the interval of integration is [c, y], the following
substitution is used [6]:

sn2u =
t− c

b− c
, (5)

where snu is one of the Jacobian elliptic functions.
Let us consider the integral

J4 =

∫ φu

φl

λ cosφ− 1
√

1 + λ2 − 2λ cosφ
dφ .
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Letting cosφ = t

J4 =

∫ cos φu

cosφl

λt− 1
√
1 + λ2 − 2λt

−1
√
1− t2

dt =

∫ cosφl

cosφu

λt− 1
√
1 + λ2 − 2λt

√
1− t2

dt =

=
1

√
2λ

∫ cosφl

cos φu

λt− 1
√

(

1+λ2

2λ − t
)

(1− t)(1 + t)

dt .

In order to use the substitution (5), the lower limit of J4 has to be the smallest
zero of the polynomial under the radical sign. Hence the integral is presented
in the form

J4 =
1

√
2λ

∫ cosφl

−1

λt− 1
√

(

1+λ2

2λ − t
)

(1− t)(1 + t)

−

−
1

√
2λ

∫ cosφu

−1

λt− 1
√

(

1+λ2

2λ − t
)

(1− t)(1 + t)

dt = J
′

4 − J
′′

4 .

The solution of J
′

4 is shown in detail and the obtained results are applied to
the solutions of J

′′

4 , because the difference between the given integrals is only
in their upper limit.

Considering formula (5) and a =
λ2 + 1

2λ
> b = 1 > c = −1, then sn2 =

t+ 1

2
⇒ t = sn2u− 1.

After the necessary transformations have done, J
′

4 get the form

J
′

4 =
1

√
2λ

∫ u1

0

(

2λ sn2u− λ− 1
)

4snu cnu dnu
√

(1+λ)2

2λ dn2u 2cn2u 2sn2u
du =

=
1

λ+ 1

∫ u1

0
(2λ sn2u− λ− 1) du =

4λ

λ+ 1

∫ u1

0
sn2u du− 2

∫ u1

0
du ,

where snu, cnu and dnu are the Jacobian elliptic functions.

It should be noted that the considered integral could not be improper be-
cause
0 < φ < π

2 and the integrand is bounded under these conditions.
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According to [6]:
∫

du = u1 = F (̟,κ),

∫

sn2u du =
1

κ2

[

F (̟,κ) − E(̟,κ)
]

,

where F (̟,κ) and E(̟,κ) are incomplete elliptic integrals, respectively, of the
first and second kind.

Then
J

′

4 = (λ− 1) F (ψ, κ) − (λ+ 1) E(ψ, κ) ,

and
J

′′

4 = (λ− 1) F (τ, κ) − (λ+ 1) E(τ, κ) ,

where κ2 =
4λ

(λ+ 1)2
, and sinψ =

√

cosφl + 1

2
, ψ = arcsin

√

cosφl + 1

2
,

sin τ =

√

cosφu + 1

2
, τ = arcsin

√

cosφu + 1

2
.

Finally

J4 = (λ− 1)
[

F (ψ, κ) − F (τ, κ)
]

+ (λ+ 1)
[

E(τ, κ) − E(ψ, κ)
]

. (6)

Similarly for J5 from (2) the following formula is obtained

J5 = −
1

λ+ 1

[

F (ψ, κ) − F (τ, κ)
]

+
λ+ 1

λ2 + 1

[

E(ψ, κ) − E(τ, κ)
]

−

−
2λ3

(λ+ 1)(λ2 + 1)

[

Π(ψ,α2, κ) −Π(τ, α2, κ)
]

+

+
1

λ2 + 1

√

(1− cosφl)(1 + cosφl)(λ2 + 1− 2λ cos φl)

cosφl
−

−
1

λ2 + 1

√

(1− cosφu)(1 + cosφu)(λ2 + 1− 2λ cos φu)

cosφu
, (7)

where κ2 =
4λ

(λ+ 1)2
, F (ψ, κ) and F (τ, κ) are incomplete elliptic integrals of

the first kind, E(ψ, κ) and E(τ, κ) are incomplete elliptic integrals of the second
kind, Π(ψ,α2, κ) and Π(τ, α2, κ) are incomplete elliptic integrals of the third

kind, and sinψ =

√

cosφl + 1

2
, ψ = arcsin

√

cosφl + 1

2
, sin τ =

√

cosφu + 1

2
,

τ = arcsin

√

cosφu + 1

2
.
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3. Numerical Analysis and Programming Codes

As is evident from formula (1) the frictional force depends on three groups of
factors:

- physical-mechanical factors µ and E;
- geometrical parameters - r, B, ∆, a and l;
- kinematical parameters - λ.
A numerical analysis for a row material meat has done as the effect of the

velocity coefficient λ, thickness of the product getting cut B and the radius of
the disc knife r on the frictional force has reported.

Object of the current research is a double beveled disc knife with smooth
edge. The numerical analysis is done due to the values of the following param-
eters which are derived experimentally [2]:

µ = 0.05 , E = 12× 103 Pa , a = 0.8× 10−3m , l = 0.45 × 10−3.

3.1. Relationship between the Thickness of the Product Getting

Cut and the Frictional Force

As a result of a practical investigation the following relations are obtained:

B ≤
2

3
r , ∆ ≤ 0.1 B (8)

In accordance with these formulas the following values of the products thickness
B and the height ∆ of the disc blades part that enters into the board are
respectively chosen:

B = 0.01 , 0.02 , 0.03 , 0.05 , 0.07 , m

∆ = 0.001 , 0.002 , 0.003 , 0.005 , 0.007 , m (9)

The radius of the disc knife r = 0.105m and the velocity coefficient λ = 10 are
selected. Due to the given values of the considered parameters the resistance
characteristics and the resultant friction force are represented in figures 2, 3
and 4.

The functions of the resistance characteristics and the friction force are
investigated for relative deviation of linearity. The investigation of the function
Tx is shown in details, whereas the results of relative deviation of linearity of
the other function are just displayed. Let us assume the following quantitative
assessment of relative deviation of linearity [5]:

• when δ ≤ 5% we accept that the function is linear;
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Fig.2. Relationship between the first
resistance characteristic and parameter B.

Fig.3. Relationship between the second

resistance characteristic and parameter B.

Fig.4. Relationship between the resultant
friction force and parameter B.

Fig.5. Deviation of linearity of the resultant

friction force Tx as a function of the

parameter B.
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• when δ > 5% we do not accept that the function is linear.
A straight line L through the endpoints of the graph of the function Tx =

Tx(B) on the interval B ∈ [0.01; 0.07] is drawn (Fig. 5). The given interval is
divided into 11 subintervals. The coordinates of the subintervals endpoints are
computed for the function Tx and the line L.

Thus

δTx% =
dmax

max Tx
100 ≈ 8.6% ,

where δTx is the relevant deviation of linearity of the function Tx(B); dmax is
the biggest distance between the graphics of Tx and L; maxTx is the value of
the resultant friction force calculated at the point where the biggest distance
dmax is.

Using the same pattern the relevant deviation of linearity for the charac-
teristics J4 and J5 are as follows:

δJ4% =
dmax

max J4
100 ≈ 18.2% , δJ5% =

dmax

max J5
100 ≈ 5.4% .

The algorithm used for computing and visualization of the relative deviation
of linearity of Tx is represented in Fig. 6.

3.2. Relationship between the Radius of the Disc Knife and the

Frictional Force

The effect of the disc knifes radius on the resistance characteristics and frictional
force is reported when

r = 0.055 , 0.065 , 0.075 , 0.085 , 0.095 , 0.105 , m

and shown on the figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 below.
The relevant deviation of linearity for the characteristics J4(r), J5(r) and

Tx(r) are

δJ4% =≈ 0.55% , δJ5% =≈ 10.17% , δTx% =≈ 2.95% ,

3.3. Relationship between the Velocity Coefficient and the

Frictional Force

The kinematical parameter λ takes values over the range λ ∈ [10; 50], when
cutting food products. The influence of on the resistance characteristics and
frictional force is displayed on Fig. 11, 12 and 13.
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Fig. 6. Flowchart representing the codes used for calculation and visualization of the relative
deviation of linearity.

Fig.7. Relationship between the first
resistance characteristic and parameter r.

Fig.8. Relationship between the second

resistance characteristic and parameter r.
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Fig.9. Relationship between the resultant
friction force Tx and parameter r.

Fig.10. Deviation of linearity of the resultant

friction force Tx as a function of the

parameter r.

Fig.11. Relationship between the first
resistance characteristic and parameter λ.

Fig.12. Relationship between the second

resistance characteristic and parameter λ.

Fig.13. Relationship between the resultant

friction force Tx and parameter λ.
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4. Conclusion

When parameter B, representing the thickness of the product getting cut, in-
creases, the resultant friction force during disc knife cutting of food products
caused by the friction between the material and the knife side walls, increases
as well.

By the fact that the relevant deviation of linearity of the graphs of the
function Tx(B) is bigger than 5% follows that the considered relationships can
not be accepted to be linear, but based on the received results it could be said
that the dependence is monotonic.

From the fact that the relevant deviation of linearity of the dependence
between the radius of the disc knife and the resultant force is low than the
accepted, it could be concluded that the relation Tx = Tx(r) is linear.

The relationship between the velocity coefficient λ and the friction force is
not linear. It is close to an elliptic curve.

The obtained results are related with characteristics of the process of cutting
with disc knife and can be used for d esign of different cutting tools, strength
and deformation analysis, etc.
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